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mark, irrespective of the rights which he acquired'by the registration
of his trade-mark under the act of congress of March 8, 1881.
Taylor v. Carpenter, 8 Story, 458;2 Wood. & M. 1; Taylor v. Car-
penter, 11 Paige, 296. The fact that complainant is an alien does
not affect his right of property in a trade-mark; but that fact, as it
establishes the requisite diversity of citizenship between the parties
to confer jurisdiction upon this court, is indispensable to the cause
of action aUaged.
The act of congress fortifies the common-law right to a trade-mark

by conferring a statutory title upon the owner; but, as said of a
former act, (The Trade-mark Cases, 100 U. S. 82,) "property in trade-
marks does not derive its existence from an act of congress." The
present act does not abridge or qualify the common-law right, but,
by the express term of section 10, preserves it intact.
The theory of the demurrer is that the complainant's statutory title

upon the allegations of the' bill is invalid. It is not necessary to
dAcide the questions raised, because; as the demurrer is to the whole
bill, the bill is sufficient if all the allegations concerning a registra-
tion of the trade-mark were
Demurrer is overruled.

See Burton v. Stratton, 12 FED•. REP..696, and note, 704-, and Shaw StQoJr,.
ing 00. v. Mack, 1<1. 707, and note, .7.17

N.\TIONAL CO. and others v. MYERS.-

(Circuit Oourt, S. D. Ohio, W. 13,1883.)

I, PATENTS FOR FOR WANT 011' Nov-
ELTY.
Reissued letters patent No. a,iln, granted to John Parkerfor an improvement

in fiy-traps, held void for want of novelty. The claim of said patent to the ar-
rangement and relation of an outer case and an inclosed cone, both made of
.wire. cloth, a8 forming two otie dark, the other light, into the former
of whi(1hflies are enticed by means of a bait through an entrance passage, and
from which, when they dy, they naturally escape through'a narrow aperture
into the upper arid better.lighted orie, from which they'are not likely toreturn
through the small and darkened aperture which admitted them, held, to have
been anticipated. The claim of sai4 patent to uprip;ht and horizontal stays in
the Wire-cloth case and to annular and upright staYs in the wire :Coile, held to
'be to mere matters of workmanship,involving no invention.

·Reported by J, C. Harper, Esq., orthil Cincinnati bar.
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2. FOR FLY-TRAPS.
Reissued letters patent:No 6,493, granted to James M. Harper, fora base-block

for fly-traps, described as "the concave base-block, having and shoul-
ders in combination with the cylinder and its cone, substantially as described,"
and being a single piece, the bottom of which is flat, and the top recessed to form
a receptaclefol' bait, provided with shouldcrsand extensions to hold bottom of
the cylinder, and having spaces between the extensions for the passage of flies
upward into the cone, the base of the cone being adapted to fit closely the con-
ical shoulders of the piece, thereby serving to sustain the cylinder in its place.
held to be limited to a base-block of the particular constructioo described, and
Dot to be infringed by a base-block which is a circular disk with a depression
on the upper surface for containing the bait, and using springs, over
which the case and cone are slipped, and by which they are held in place, in..
stead of slwulders and extensions.

In Equity.
Wm. B. Burnet, for complainant.
James Moore; for respondent.
MATTHEWS, Justice. This is a suit in equity to restrain the alleged

of two letters patent,-one,reissued letters patent No.
6,811,granted to John Parker,December 21, 1875; the other, reis-
sued letters patent No. 6,493, granted to James M. Harper, June
22,
1. The Parker patent. The reissued patent is for an improvement

in fly-traps. The object of the' invention, as declared by the pat-
entee in the specification, is "to so construct a fly-trap of wire cloth
that, while the insects have free access to enter the trap, they will
not be liable to escape from it again." The nature of his invention,.
he declares, "consists in a wire-cloth case, having a wire.cloth cone-
within it, said case and cone being strengthened ,and united together
by vertical and horizontal stays, and the case being closed at its top,
and provided with an entrance passage at its base, which leads to,
the cone, and the cone having an exit passage which leads into the
case." The construction of the trap is described by reference to-
drawings, in which is represented a hollow outer case, which is ot
cylindrical form along a greater portion of its height, and terminates
in a truncated cone at, its top. This case is made of fine wire·
clotb, which is supported and strengthened by upright narrow
am shallow horizontal annula.r stays. The wire cloth and its stays,
are together by means of suitable fastenings, in any proper
manner. There is a horizontal annular stay at the base of the wire·
cylinder, /lnp another at the top of the oylinder or base of the trun.
cated conical tip thereof. The case· is open at its bottom, and pro-
vided at its top with a discharge passage, and around the vertical
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neck of the stay, which forms this passage, a removable cover is fit- '
ted. The lower ends of the stays are extended down below the wire-
work of the case, so as to ,form an entrance passage between the
lower of the cylinder and the bait-holder when the trap is l'Iet
up for catching flies, and the .upper ends of the upright stays may
be formed with bait-hooks, to which a swinging bait may be hinged.
Within the cylinder, near its bottom, a hollow wire cone is placed,
and fastened by suitable means to the inside of the wire-work thereof,
so that flies cannot pass between the cylinder and the base of the
cone. This cone is truncated at its top, and ma.y be
by annular stays at its base and upper end. Above this cone a. sec-
ond similar one may be arranged and fastened in like manner. . The
outer case and cone are made of wire-work and light stays, sothat.
the expense of manufacturing the traps may be very slight, and also
that the from the outside may attract the flies from the center
to the circumference of the trap.
The mode of its operation is also described' as follows:
"The trap being arranged over a shallow bait-holder, the fiies enter the case

through the passage, and,being attracted by the light above, fly through the
first cone into the case; and if two cones are provided they fly through the
second cone from the space between the two cones into the space between the
second cone and the top of the case. The return of the flies seldom happe,ns,
as they naturally fly out towards the circumference of the trap, instead of
towards the apex of the cones, which is at the center of the, trap."

The two claims, in respect to which infringement is alleged, are
the first and third, as follows:
(1) "The wire-cloth case, closed at top and open at bottom, and supported

by upright and horizontal stays, and provided with a wire cone having an exit
above its base, substantially as and for the pllrpose herein described." (3)
"The wire cone, having an exit above its base and fastened to the inner side .
of the wire case,which is supported,at its bottom by an annular Rtay, and
from top to bottom by upright stays, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed."

The original patent, of which this is the reissue, was dated No-
vember 22, 1870.
From the evidence in the cause, as to the state of the art. at this

date, it is quite clear that; so far as this describes the arrange-
ment and relation of outer case 'and the inclosed cone, as form-
ing two chambers, one dark, the other light, into the former of which
flies are enticed by means ofa bait through an entrance passage,and
from which, when they fly, they naturally escape through a narrow
.aperture into the and better-lighted one, from which they are
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not likely to return through the small and darkened aperture which
them, it cannot be claimed to be new. That device was at

that time for such purposes well known and in common use. It is
contained in the English patent of Delestre, of November 1, 1866,
and in Gilbert's patent, No. 15,848, in this country, dated October 7,
1856. It is true that in the former the trap was described as in-
tended to be made of glass, porcelain, or other suitable material; and
in construing this as claimed by the complainant, and as indeed
seems reasonable, to confine the material to such as shall similar
to glass or porcelain, nevertheless, the arrangement and relation of
the parts is substantially what is described above. Delestre's pat-

evidently contemplated the destruction of the imprisoned flies by
their falling into water contained in the bottom of the upper chamber,
and so being drowned; but the mode of disposing of the flies is not
essential. to the tr,ap. On the other hand, Gilbert's patent also con-
tained the same arrangement, operating in the same way, and em-
ployed wire gauze as the material for the sides of the upper chamber,
a.ndfor the conical entrance into.it from the lower and dark chamber
made of wood. An arrangement, perfectly similar, is also found in
the Scott patent of February 16, 1858, in which the outer case and
the inner chamber, and both made of wire gauze, are fully described.
The question then recurs, what, in this state .of the art, remains as

a patentable invention, described in the Parker patent, on which it
can operate? The answer made by the complainant is found in the
following extract from the testimony of Mr. John W. Hill, an expert
called on its behalf, (Printed Testimony, p. 322:)

"The distinguishing features of the Parker invention, confining my atten-
tion to claims 1 and 3 of the Parker patent, and to the state of the art as
shown by respondent's exhibits, are the addition to the wire-cloth case of the
trap o/the vertical and horizontal stays, to give greater vertical and horizon-
tal stiffness to said CaiSe, and the hOl'izontalstays to the wire-cloth cone, to fur-
nish greater lateral stiffness to the base of said cone, by means of which addi-
tions the case and cone may be constructed of much lighter materials than
would be necessary if these valuable adjuncts were omitted. Another val-
uable feature· in the Parker trap, in the light of the state of the art, is the
manner in which the wire-cloth cone is attached to the wire-cloth case; that is,
by slipping the horizontal anmilar stay of the cone within·the horizonal an-
nUlar stay of the base of the case, whereby the strength of the base 'of the trap
is represented by the two stays acting in conjunction in the same plane. The
merit of an invention, even in a patentable sense, is not infrequently meas-
ured by the advantages it confers, in the light of similar devices which have
preceded it. And, upon this basis. the Parker invention marks an era in de-
vices of this character. No previous invention proposed the construction of
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a fiy-trap In such a manner that it might be made of cheap materials and
safely packed for transportation to all parts of the world without danger of
damage in transit. No previous invention seems to have assembled together,
in a simple and systematic manner, the essential elements of a device of this
kind, and, although the line of separation between the Parker invention and
inventions of a similar character which preceded it may not be broad, it is, in
my opinion, broad enough to maintain its claim to novelty and utility, in the
distinguishing features which I have ascribed to it."

But the provision for upright and horizontal stays in the.wire-cloth
case and the annular and upright stays in the wire cone are not in-
ventions. They are suggestions which would occur to any skilled
mechanic, in constructing such chambers of wire cloth, from the very
nature of the material, and are mere matters of workmanship, in-
volving no invention. As to the mode of fastening the cone to the
case by slipping the horizontal annular stays of the former within
that of the latter, so that they shall coincide, nothing is said of it in
the specifications, and were it otherwise there seems to be no patent-
able invention in that. The same remark applies to the suggestion
of nesting for transportation, with the added observation that as the
cases are described as cylindrical and the interior chamber as a cone,
this feature does not seem to be practicable, as it would be were aU
conical in shape.
The conclusion, therefore, is that the Parker patent is void for

want of novelty.
2. As to the Harper patent. The original patent was dated Sep-

tember 3, 1872. The reissue is limited to the claim for a base-block
for fly-traps, which is described as "the concave base-block, having
extensions and shoulders in combination with the cylinder and its
cone, substantially as described." It is formed of a single piece, the
bottom of which is flat and the top recessed to form a receptacle for
bait. The base piece is provided with shoulders and extensions, to
hold the bottom of the cylinder, having spaces between the exten-
sions for the passage of flies upward into the cone. The base of the
cone is adapted to fit closely the conical shoulders of the bottom
piece, thereby serving to sustain the cylinder in its place and pre-
venting displacement or accidental overturning.
Waiving other questions as to this reissue, I am satisfied that

the patent must be limited to a base-block of the particular construc-
tion described, and that the respondent is not guilty of an infringe-
ment. His is a circular disk, with a depression on the
upper surface for containing the bait, the shoulders and extensions in

v.15,no.3-16 .
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the Harper patent being dispensed with and metallic springs used in-
ste-ad, over which the case and trapping cone are slipped, and by
which they are held in place.
For these reasons the bill is dismissed.

ALLIS tJ. STOWELL.

(Oircuit Court, E. D. Wisconsin. January 17, 1883.)

1. PATENTS-INFRINGEMENT-CONTEMFT PROCEEDINGS.
Where there is doubt upon the question of infringement, the court will not

determine that question in contempt proceedings, instituted after a decree in
a pending suit, but will remit the party to his right to file a supplemental bill,
or to institute a new and plenary action.

2. SAME-DEiMURRER.
Where the bill alleged the prosecution of a former suit, and the entry of de-

cree therein, holding an infringement as to one of the claims of a patent, and
embraced in its allegations and prayer forrelief both claims of the infringed pat-
ent, held, that it was not open to demurrer on the ground that the allegations
of the bill show that complainant had received fun relief in the former suit.

3. SAME-PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION.
Where an infringement does not clearly appeal' to the court, it will not grant

a preliminary injunction

In Equity.
W. G. Rainey, for complainant.
Flanders If Bottum, for defendant.
DYER, J. This is a bill for an injunction to restrain the alleged

infringement of a patent for an improvement in head-blocks, granted
to Nelson F. Beckwith, December 26, 1871, and the case is now be-
fore the court on a motion for a preliminary injunction.
The patentee's specifications as stated in the patent, and so far as

it is necessary here to notice them, are as follows:
.. 'fhe principal difficulties encountered in sawing logs into boards are as

follows. to-wit: First. When a log has been reduced to such thickness that
only sufficient material remains for one or two boards, it is almost impossiple
to hold it upright upon its edge against the standards upon the carriagedur-
ing the operation of sawing. The liability of the log to thus turn or slip
upon the head-blocks is greatly aggravated if its lower edge 'next to the
standard is wany or rounded off from any cause. For this reason it is cus-
tomary in all saw-mills to leave the last cut in the form of a thick plank, af-
fording sufficient bearing surface to prevent its turning upon the head-block.
Two thicknesses of lumber are therefore sawed from the same log or cant.


